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Come, come a little closer
So you understand
I wanna be your lovin’ man
Talk is cheap
It’s all over town
Well, I know the reason
Why you’re hangin’ ‘round

*Your heat is on
But you’re actin’ cool
Gonna break it to you
Here’s some news for you

CHORUS:
You gotta go, go
Go for the throat, baby
If you go, go
Don’t hide what you wanna do
You gotta go, go
Go for the throat, baby
Go for the throat, yeah
Before they roll all over you
Before they roll all over you, yeah

Crack that whip
Break the glass
Time to move
And make it fast
A whole lotta women
Are misunderstood
Do you think you will?
Well I know you should

* REPEAT
CHORUS

Listen, baby
Show your love, baby, show your love
Show me what you got for me, baby

Give it up, give it up
Show your love, baby, show your love
Ooh ooh ooh, now show me
Oh take me there, take me, baby
Go for the throat, baby

* REPEAT
CHORUS:
You gotta roll, go
Go for the throat, baby
If you go, go
Don’t hide, don’t hide
You gotta go, go
Go for the throat, baby
Go, go, don’t hide, don’t hide
Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, yeah
Go for the throat right now
Before they roll all over you
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